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Orphir and Stenness Church of Scotland  
'FUTURE PROOFING THE ORPHIR AND STENNESS PARISH CHURCH FOR THE 21ST CENTURY AND BEYOND’ 

Introduction 

A proposal was made at the Stated Annual Meeting of Orphir and Stenness Kirk in June 2018 to 

instigate a formal consultation, by means of a questionnaire, to establish the views of the 

congregation and community regarding the future refurbishment of the building to ensure its 

fitness for purpose in the future.  The proposal was accepted and a volunteer nominated to 

compose a questionnaire and distribute it to the congregation and community. Two other people 

volunteered to assist with this task utilising their combined skills to produce the document and 

facilitate its distribution, collection and analyse of results.  

Methodology 

A questionnaire/survey (see appendix 1) was constructed using plain speech in order to make the 

document easy to understand, avoiding overly complex vocabulary in an effort to eliminate 

discrimination or confusion.  

We liaised with the Church of Scotland, 121 George Street, Edinburgh, to ensure that the 

proposed questionnaire would be acceptable to the General Trustees.  They encouraged us to 

look at where the Church would be in the next ten years, to devise a plan based on the results of 

the questionnaire and to contact them again. They were supportive of Orphir and Stenness Kirk 

making a plan for refurbishment and offered assistance and the possibility of additional funding. 

Questions relating to both the community and the building were designed to ascertain what the 

priorities are for the parish. 

The working group liaised with the Interim Moderator and Session Clerk, local community 

association and engaged several proof readers before the document was finalised.  

A time scale was agreed with a consultation period of three weeks. The survey was distributed: 

 By post or hand delivered to 162  members of Orphir and Stenness Kirk   

 80 copies went to Orphir & Stenness schools to be taken home by pupils 

 40 copies went to the Kirk Hall to be accessed by Community Café users & other group 

users   

 20 copies went to the Standing Stones Hotel, Stenness.   

 20 to Sutherland local shop and filling station, Stenness  

 20 copies to The Noust, local public house and restaurant in Orphir 

 An electronic version was put on the Community Association website  

 The survey was promoted on the community Facebook page.   

Distribution and collection points Returns 

Church members and non-members, Community Café 43 + 1 letter 

Noust Public House, Orphir 0 

Orphir Community School 4 

Standing Stones Hotel, Stenness 0 

Stenness Community School 2 

Sutherland shop/fuel station, Stenness 0 
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72 blank forms were retrieved making the return percentage 17%.  

Results  

Collated results can be seen in appendix 2 

Summary of findings 

1) Worship.  

81% of respondents stated worship is the most important aspect of the Church. Personal 

views were expressed regarding music and engaging with young people whilst maintaining 

it as a sanctuary for worship. A strong feeling was expressed that the parish is privileged to 

have the church; people are proud of the church and its history. 

2) The building 

The main themes were temperature, seating and flexibility of space.  

57% of respondents said a comfortable temperature was the highest priority. Suggestions were 

made about double glazing, heating, insulation, restructuring.  

10% of respondents viewed flexible seating a high priority whereas comfortable seating was 

ranked as a high priority by 40%. Suggestions were made regarding improving the comfort of 

pews by use of cushions and/or replacing some pews with moveable chairs. Only one person 

thought all pews should be removed. 

29% of respondents felt flexibility of space was a high priority. Suggestions were varied and 

included remodelling to create an ‘East Church or a Milestone Church type space’, extension 

to the hall, upgrading the kitchen, making the hall and vestry one big room, partitioning the 

Church, creating additional storage. 

When responding to the four proposals regarding the building: 

11% of respondents ranked closing the church as their favourite option 

52% of respondents ranked upgrading the existing church hall and vestry as their favourite 

option 

39% of respondents ranked creating a dual purpose church/hall with a partition as their 

favourite option 

26% of respondents ranked a total redesign of the church as their favourite option 

(Note: not everybody responded to all options therefore the figures show % of respondents to 

that specific option. Therefore % does not add up to 100). 

3) Community  

14% of respondents indicated that engaging families was a high priority. Responses suggest 

that there is no strong desire to create additional facilities for community groups as these are 

well catered for in the community centre. Some people felt the hall and vestry could be used 

for community purposes but the integrity of the church should be maintained. 
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Conclusions/priorities : 

1. Remodelling of hall and vestry  

2. Upgrading of heating, insulation, glazing  

3. Improve comfort levels through choice of seating  

Recommendation: 

We recommend that: 

1. this report is approved by the session 

2. the draft plan based on results of the survey is discussed, amended and approved by the 

session 

3.  the plan and report are sent to George Street for consultation with General Trustees and 

Orkney Presbytery for approval .  

 

 

Summary  

The survey has encouraged a period of discussion time and shows clearly that the people who 

use the building are respectful of the function of the church building and enthusiastic to 

maintain it as a place of worship . However they are practical about the necessity of efficient 

heating and insulation and have a desire to refurbish the building to achieve this. Reassuringly 

there were 13 people who completed the survey who indicated that they were willing to serve 

on a working group to take forward any future changes. This included 8  members of the Kirk 

and 5 non-members. This is a positive sign for the future.  

 

Carol Mainland  
Susan Coulter   
Graeme Brown   
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